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the archaeology of 20th-century war, terror and conflict is a 
growing field of research. the archaeological research of 
‘terrorscapes’ often overlaps with personal and collective 
memories. besides memory, the heritage of the camps 
has been dominated in the last decades by historical 
research. What then, is the added value of archaeology 
of the camps? focusing on the relation between the mem-
ory of the camps and material culture, three renowned 
archaeologists will reflect on their research projects at for-
mer camps in norway, austria and the netherlands. how 
are found artefacts to be evaluated? do these ‘modern’ 
finds require a different methodology? and subsequently, 
in what way will they be (re)presented at remembrance 
centres and other museum exhibitions? hence, the rela-
tion between archaeology of these traumatic sites and the 
experience of camps as heritage sites will be addressed. 
how is the archaeology embedded in the heritage policy 
of the Gedenkstätte, a status which brings former camps, 
more than other places of memory, in a field of tension 
involving personal memories, public commemoration, 
and the ‘tourist experience’. 
this mini-symposium is part of the (master)course ‘ter-
rorscapes in postwar europe’, which is coordinated by 
prof dr Rob van der laarse and mr drs iris van ooijen. 
programme
prof dr marek Jasinski norwegian university of science 
and Technology 
‘memory of War and War on memories - materiality and 
archaeology of WWii in norway’. 
 
prof dr claudia theune university of Vienna 
‘archaeological Research in former concentration camps. 
material culture and the memory of things in places of 
nazi terror’.
 
drs ivar schute RAAp Archaeological Consultancy 
‘Westerbork archaeological Research project’.
